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"Touch of Fall" by Christopher Woods

Jewel of a Memory
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by Carol J. Rhodes
In loving memory of my husband, Allen F. Rhodes, who brought me more happiness than
I ever believed possible

Nothing of importance must have happened on the tiny island of Nassau
before 1961 when I visited it for the first time, since none of my early
geography books acknowledged its existence and it's an almost certain fact
none of my teachers had ever been there. At least, if they had, they never
mentioned it.
So, it was only years later that I would learn about Nassau, the capital city
of the Bahama Islands. Once a British colony and only a hundred miles off
the Florida coast, its pristine beaches and turquoise waters made it popular
with tourists and honeymooners.
However, my story really begins when the man whom I had been dating, an
avid sailor and a much-in-demand navigator, made his usual winter trip to
Florida to participate in the Southern Ocean Circuit sailboat races: St
Petersburg to Havana, the Lipton Cup, held in the gulf stream off Miami,
Miami to Nassau, and the Nassau Cup, the windward Bleeward race off
Nassau. After the races, he had plans to stay in Nassau for a few days to
discuss a company licensing agreement with some businessmen from
England.
The afternoon before their scheduled arrival, he telephoned me from the
island and asked if I would pick up some completed contracts from his
attorney's office. I was totally taken by surprise when he added, "Say, I
have a great idea. Instead of mailing the papers, why don't you just bring
them over and stay for a couple of days?" Thrilled at the prospect of leaving
the cold and rain behind in Houston, I jumped at the chance.
In the 1960's, air travel from Houston to Nassau involved an overnight stop
in Miami. After several restless hours in a motel near the airport, I was up
at the crack of dawn the next day for the hour-long flight to the island. As
the land beneath the plane slipped away, from my window seat I watched
the sun-drenched water turn from gray along the shore to turquoise and
azure in a matter of minutes.
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Driving a sporty little convertible, he met me at the airport. On the way
into town, we stopped on a bluff overlooking a deserted stretch of beach.
There we kissed for a very long time before running barefoot across the
scorching sand and wading into the crystal cool water. Never mind that I
was wearing a new linen dress.
Hawkers selling straw hats and bags, shell necklaces, and figurines carved
from ironwood ran after our car as we drove to the other side of the island
to Buen Retiro, a guest house owned by an elderly couple. The house was
pink and whitewash, with verandas encircling it on both floors. It was here
in the garden surrounded by brilliant bougainvillea, hibiscus, and palm
trees we drank tea in the afternoon and later sipped cocktails while
watching the sun's last rays fade into night.
In this Shangri-La, I tasted my first lobster and was introduced to such
tropical delicacies as coconut breaded shrimp, planter's punch, a delicious
but potent mixture of rum and fruit juice, conch salad, conch fritters, and
conch chowder. The Islanders claim conch is an aphrodisiac. I tried hard
to prove them wrong.
We strolled the beaches, swam when we wanted, collected shells, wrote our
names in the sand and watched the tide wash them away, then roasted
marshmallows over an open fire fed by scraps of driftwood. We admired
yachts in the harbor, made friends with local fishermen, bought cashmere
sweaters for a fraction of their state-side cost, and in a seamy back alley
cafe persuaded Captain Joe Miron to sell us one of his famous watercolors.
We drank strong coffee and ate wheat toast, served on blue flower rimmed
china plates, in the cool of the morning on the veranda outside our room,
and fell more deeply in love than either of us had ever imagined was
possible.
Both of us had been previously married at a very young age, when goals,
ideals, and individual qualities needed to ensure a lasting marriage were
mostly overshadowed by hormones. After having been divorced for awhile,
I am pleased to say each of us had developed a more mature approach to
the responsibilities of marriage.
Later I remember thinking everyone should have the opportunity to really
get to know their prospective partner for life in a setting free of social and
family pressures, where your past, your present, and your future are sealed
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by long walks on the beach under the blistering sun of day and a star-filled
sky of night.
What began as a trip just for fun ended in a long term commitment of love,
marriage, children, sickness, health, laughter, tears. You may be
wondering if my husband and I ever went back to this island paradise. We
did, many times, and always stayed with the Carey's in their pink and
whitewash guesthouse. Somehow, though, none of our other visits ever
measured up in terms of the thrill and excitement of the very first one—the
one which gave us the crowning jewel in our collection of memories.

Phantom
by Sophie Shulman
He drove a black car with tinted windows. It glided through the high school
parking lot, a silent shadow passing trucks thundering with subwoofers on
full volume. It could pass undetected, like the rustling of a single blade of
grass. For months I walked by, his car just another in the lot, his name a
faint background noise amid gossip.
Until one night in May.
My friends and I volunteered to run the coat check at senior ball. We were
just sophomores and it was a big deal to attend such a legendary event. We
wore short black dresses with blue and white aprons and headbands. We
were ‘Alices in Wonderland’, to fit the theme. My friend’s brother drove us
into the city and we got lost on the way. Trapped in the maze of one-way
streets, I snapped a photo of my friend, her mouth open in a frustrated
scream, eyes wild, fingers curled toward her palms as if ready to punch
someone.
It was late afternoon by the time we arrived at the science museum, which
had been closed to the public for the dance. Others were already there,
hauling decorations into the lobby. I expected an enchanting setting - it was
senior ball, after all - but the empty museum and party store decorations
piled against the wall were off-putting, like a movie theater with the lights
on and a cleaning crew at work. I glanced around, thinking this might not
be as much fun as I thought when I saw him look at me. I knew him as the
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friendly, ambiguous popular guy no one could figure out. Maybe he noticed
me because he liked my dress or maybe he was looking past me to someone
else. I wasn’t sure, but I wondered.
Our group spread throughout the museum in twos to help set up. My
partner and I, however, ducked upstairs to explore the interactive science
displays. An hour later, we snuck back downstairs, pretending we had been
helping all along. The dance floor was coming together - massive speakers
flanked a DJ station and strobe lights towered overhead. My glance shifted
to the cookies being set on the dessert table when I saw him again.
Somehow he looked different than before, more familiar. I grabbed a roll of
streamers, my eyes wandering in his direction. But when I briefly turned
away, he disappeared. I scanned the area - the blue arc of the tactile dome,
distorted mirrors, swinging pendulum. He could be anywhere.
When the decorations were complete, the overhead lights were shut off and
the museum transformed. The pathway leading from the entrance to the
dance floor wound through tables of magnetic sand and magically floating
objects. Kings, queens and jacks glared from their oversized playing cards
taped to the wall as we skipped to and fro in our excitement.
A small auditorium near the museum entrance was our coat check. Inside
was all black - the walls, stage and seats painted in a flat black so when the
lights were turned off, it was so dark you questioned whether you existed.
Two by two, the guests arrived. The girls wore elegant dresses, with their
hair spilling down their backs in soft curls and the boys were handsome
with their freshly shaved faces. They looked older, far beyond the trivialities
of high school. I watched the couples linked arm in arm and wondered who
I would attend senior ball with when it was my turn.
A crowd quickly formed and we were buried in sequined clutches and heavy
black jackets that reeked of cologne. When the crowd thinned, we were
allowed to leave in small groups to enjoy the dance. I let loose in the
throbbing center of the dance floor. Arms flailing, hips swinging, body
pulsing. This, I thought, was a moment I would never forget. And in this
instant, when I was extraordinarily intoxicated with pure joy, he was next to
me. I moved closer and we danced together.
When the first chord of the slow song played I grabbed him, claiming him
as my partner. My friends, frantically whirling around in search of a boy to
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dance with, eventually drifted away and he pulled me closer. The strobe
lights gleamed off the back of his white dress shirt that was matted to his
skin, translucent with sweat from dancing. I clung to him, conscious of the
lightness of my breath. I didn’t want to let go. There, beside upperclassmen,
jokers and jacks, I’d fallen down the rabbit hole.
After that night he became a colorful portrait in my black and white world.
His quiet gait down the crowded hallway at school was like a lion’s
approach, coming straight at me- I felt exposed, self-conscious, awestruck. I
told one of our mutual friends that I might have a crush on him and,
through the circuitous grapevine of high school gossip, discovered he
wanted to get to know me, too. We cast smiles and shy waves across rooms
at one another and sat together at parties. I spoke and moved little, afraid I
might do something wrong. I was a statue, hoping that if I stayed still in the
perfect position he wouldn’t notice my cracks.
Inside the black car was more black. Leather seats, clean, no clutter. The
tinted windows muffled the sunlight and sheltered us from others. We were
in a different world, population two. With one swift move he popped open
the center console and slid on a pair of dark aviators. He turned up the
volume and mouthed the words to the same song every time. No I’m not
tryin’ to be rude, but hey pretty girl I’m feelin’ you. Then he would snap it
off and laugh and I would, too. With curiosity, I watched his dimples caving
in and I thought, why did the song always end there? What came next?
He was always missing. In class, I was conscious of the empty seat beside
mine. On these days, I told myself, I could relax. I could let my legs reach
comfortably before me, my shirt rest unflatteringly across my midriff and
my hair fall flat. But at every sound, I stiffened. I watched the door he could
walk through at any minute. The hour ticked by slowly on these days. I
imagined him taking care of some important matter or hanging out with
friends. He could do that – cut class for no reason and not get in trouble.
He was free.
He called every evening from his home number, which appeared on my
caller ID as “Private.”
Hello? I would answer. I knew it was him.
Hey, he would say.
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Silence.
How are you? I asked.
Fine, how are you?
Good.
Silence.
The pace of the conversation was excruciatingly slow. I could hear my heart
beat with every second of silence that ticked by.
What’s the psychology homework? he would eventually ask, even if he had
been in class that day. Surely, he knew what the psychology homework was.
But I told him anyway. My mind spun with questions to keep the
conversation going and my hand, clasped tightly to the phone, was clammy
by the time I hung up.
One night he called and asked if it was a good time to talk. Sensing danger,
I stepped outside to talk in private. He said we were different from one
another, that we wanted different things. It would be best if we weren’t
together anymore. He spoke soft and slow, like when he asked for the
psychology homework. I forced an okay past the painful lump in my throat
and the conversation was over. I hung up, listening to the steady creaking of
invisible crickets. The cool October air chilled my burning cheeks. I stared
at the dark screen of my phone, wishing he would call again to quiet the
silence. Or at least share it with me as he had so many times before.
Later that night, I went to a party with my friends. I knew he would be there
and I changed my outfit several times to find the right one. I finally settled
on the yellow shirt that bared my tanned stomach and the tight pants that
hugged my curves. We weren’t allowed inside the house where the party
was being held. We hadn’t been invited. We stood in the street, the bright
moonlight reflecting off the cars parked up and down the block.
Huddled with my friends in a loose circle, I spotted him in the doorway of
the house. Music spilled onto the sidewalk from the open door. He hovered
on the stoop, watching me. Sometimes he would disappear into the house
but return moments later. No matter how many times he disappeared he
always came back.
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Graduation day swiftly approached, a juncture that separated my life into
before and after. He was a year older and he would be leaving for college. I
watched my heart dressed in a blue cap and gown walk across the stage to
the other side, to his future halfway across the country.
We didn’t keep in touch during college, though I thought of him often.
When I jogged through the rural landscape, I imagined us sitting beside the
bluebells, his hand reaching for mine - an invitation to his body, mind and
heart. He was still a mystery and I hoped for the opportunity to one day
solve him.
That chance came on New Year’s Eve five years after high school. He was
home for the holidays and joined the small crowd collecting at my
apartment in the city. By then, I was no longer the shy, insecure girl, but a
confident and much wiser young woman. I understood high school had
been a game and I didn’t play right at times. I recognized his faults and
mine, yet I was still drawn to him, intrigued by his enigma.
The streets were packed with scantily clad girls and guys yelling obscenities
and smoking cigarettes. Our chosen bar had a line that protruded from the
doorway and around the corner. I checked my phone - twenty minutes until
midnight. We inched toward the door. Fifteen minutes, ten minutes, five
minutes until the ball dropped.
We made it inside with a couple minutes to spare and pushed our way to
the dance floor. It was humid and smelled of sweat and beer, so packed we
barely had room to move our fingers. I looked over and saw the flashing
lights from the television screen reflecting in the beads of sweat on his neck
and felt like I was back in Wonderland.
The countdown began and the crowd surged uncontrollably, pulling him
away, thrusting him against me, yanking him out of sight again. I pushed
back against the force, determined to be the one next to him when the year
ended and the next began. He squeezed through the crowd and put his arm
around my shoulders, pulling me into his chest. We stayed that way
through the first minutes of the New Year.
At two thirty in the morning the two of us still weren’t ready to go to sleep.
We tiptoed through the garden of our sleeping friends and headed to the
roof. We sat in the doorway of the attic that opened onto the roof
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overlooking the city lights. A light rain fell from invisible clouds. My legs
rested comfortably entwined with his and we kept each other warm.
We talked and reminisced until the early hours of the morning. We reveled
in the beauty of the moment. Its richness was in the details - the romantic
pitter patter of the rain on the drain pipes, the sexy smoothness of our
touching skin and the wonder of rediscovering each other so unexpectedly.
During a pause, I glanced a few buildings to the left at the roof of the
hospital parking lot, where I had been the previous year to have tests done
on my irregular heartbeat. Now I sat half a block away on the roof of my city
apartment, my heart in more danger than I knew, next to an old love I had
never really known. He had finally opened the door to let me in and what I
saw was familiar. I saw myself.
He left a couple days later to return to his home halfway across the country.
Millions of questions were suppressed beneath the pillow of my swollen
heart. I dared not ask, for fear the answers would snatch me out of the
rabbit hole into the blinding sunlight of reality.
The geographical distance between us was frustrating, yet didn’t hinder our
blossoming relationship. I spent hours lying in the dark with the phone
pressed to my ear, my arm numb and my eyes wide awake.
We talked almost every night, on the phone and via video Skype. When we
Skyped, sometimes I would light candles and set them beside me, the
flames flickering across my smile that was impossible to contain. He told
me the stories of his life and I listened with awe. He told me about when he
purchased a used car at the age of fifteen, drove it to school and crashed it
into the fence lining the football field. He recounted stealing a keg from a
restaurant kitchen junior year and rolling it down the street to a party.
Through my computer screen, I watched the best movie I had ever seen. I
stared at the screen in rapture, watching his face light up with excitement
and his gaze avert in embarrassment at these reminders of his immature
high school behavior. But to me, he was everything I wasn’t and everything
I wanted to be - daring, courageous, free.
Sometimes, though, he didn’t smile. He would stare off into space or cast
his eyes downward at something out of my view. Why aren’t you looking at
me? I silently cried. Don’t I make you smile? He would try to explain, then
stop abruptly, as if his throat sliced his words into pieces before they could
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escape. These were the nights I watched the mystery, the tragedy unfold
with an aching heart. I knew the plot - the frown, the apology, the request
to continue the conversation some other time, the halfhearted goodbye but hoped for a twist. I pulled his most private thoughts and stresses in
with mine and they became so intertwined I couldn’t tell them apart. My
mood mirrored his, so that I would glide down the street like a ghost,
wondering where I fit in this cold, confusing world.
The twist arrived on a night we had planned a virtual date. I prepped my
hair and face, - the only parts of me he could see through the computer
screen - and wore grubby sweatpants and plush slippers shaped like
dragons.
He called my phone.
Hello?
Hey.
How are you?
Good. How are you?
Good.
He sounded odd and I laughed.
What are you up to? I asked. He was up to something.
Nothing, he laughed.
Want to Skype?
Sure, I’m in the car but I’ll call you in twenty minutes.
After hanging up, I tried to concentrate on other things, but the minutes
ticked by. I didn’t dare leave my room in case he called when I was away.
When he did, he said video chatting wouldn’t be a good idea tonight. My
chest tightened for a second, but I felt calm. Surely, he must be up to
something. He wouldn’t let me down like this for nothing.
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Why not? I asked playfully.
I heard my roommate pounding up the stairs and soft footsteps
approaching my closed bedroom door. The wave of realization splashed
through my veins, igniting my body with panic. I knew he was here before
he appeared. My sweatpants were not sexy, my slippers were silly, my face
was turning beet red. The character behind the screen, the voice through
the phone was here. This surprise was the reason he had acted so strangely.
There was a reason!
Thereafter, I thought there was a reason every time. A peculiar comment,
cryptic conversation, unreturned call - these all had explanations. I held my
breath as I approached my doorstep every day after work, certain he would
be there waiting for me. I looked out my window, convinced I would see
him strolling down the sidewalk. I scrutinized every word, listening closely
for a clue to the puzzle.
My hopes evolved into expectations and I began to resent him for my
constant and uncontrollable disappointment. The truth was that he didn’t
call because he fell asleep early. He was in a bad mood because he was
worried about work. He didn’t visit because he was broke. Our
conversations became more strained. We spoke in terms of logistics rather
than imagination.
When he came home for Thanksgiving it had been awhile since we had seen
each other. We were excited to finally reunite, but had spent weeks trying to
plan our time together around family visits, transportation obstacles and
time constraints. When he called to say he was around the corner I paced
the hallway of my apartment, my bare feet slipping on the freshly shiny
floor. I glanced in the mirror for the hundredth time. My eyes, deepened
with gold eye shadow and dark mascara, sparkled with lack of sleep; my
hair, perfectly smooth, lay across my forehead wrinkled with the built-up
stress of this moment.
The doorbell rang, a faint buzz that worked intermittently in our old
Victorian townhouse. Holding my breath, I descended the stairs. I imagined
it before it happened, like the games we sometimes played over the phone
at night while we lay in our respective beds. He would gently brush my hair
from my face, he would whisper; I would run my hands down his strong
back, I would say. It was all about the details. Before I knew it, my foot hit
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the last step and I reached for the gold lock, conscious of my every
movement. I opened the door, unveiling my smile, my body, my heart.
He stood on the doorstep and I forgot myself entirely. I saw the subtle
twitch in the corner of his smile, his hesitant step forward and softer hold
as he wrapped his arms around my waist. It was all about the details. I
reached out to grab him, hug him, hold him close, wanting to squeeze
tighter to compensate for these unexpected deficiencies. I held him, but in a
sense it felt like I was holding nothing at all, like I was trying to trap a wisp
of smoke. His scent that had once been so intoxicating that it felt like a
physical caress was now gone. Perhaps I had grown immune to it as if it was
my own smell.
Maybe the exceptional details I had cherished were just sparkling
ornaments on the facade erected by my imagination. Over time, it crumbled
and I saw what lay behind it all along.
Two nights later I lay across my bed, alone. The light from the street filtered
through my blinds, projecting thin yellow bars across my ceiling.
Imprisoned in the agony of heartache, I listened to the outside world
continue to breathe. Cars rolled down the street, pedestrians’ footsteps
echoed off the facades of Victorian row houses. An ambulance sped by. I
was calm, the calm before the storm perhaps. Afraid to close my eyes, I
watched the memories flicker through the shadows like the broken reel of
an old film.
When everything is stripped away - the black car, tinted windows, dark
aviators, the screen, the smile - what is left? When you look a phantom
straight in the eyes, what do you see? Nothing but a shattered reflection of
yourself.

First Fall Frost
by George M. Flynn
It’s mid-October, and we’re expecting our first fall frost. It’s a time for both
reflection and final actions in the garden.
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The frost will fell perennials and annuals that have bloomed prolifically
since May—especially the dwarf French marigolds, which are stunning at
this time of year, rivaling the gold and red of the maples.
We tried tiger stripe gazania along the front of the house this year. Their
sunny blooms opened at sunrise and closed at sunset. Carole and I were
impressed because they demanded little care. It’s a shame that come dawn
they’ll all be dead. We should plant these again Carole writes in her journal.
The Italian parsley, which flourished in large containers on the deck, never
looked better. With hand sheers, I cut many leafy stems, placing them in
plastic bags to freeze. Some deep, dark December night I’ll remove them
from the freezer, chop them finely, and fold them into homemade chicken
soup.
I just harvested the last of the tomatoes and peppers from the garden. This
year we planted Sweet Banana peppers, an old time favorite that never
disappoints. The peppers were late fruiting this year due to a cooler, rainy
June and July. However, in August they made up for lost time.
The peppers and the last of the tomatoes along with quartered onions will
simmer in a large kettle with sweet Italian sausage, providing dinner for
expected guests. Even though some of the peppers are still butter-colored,
many have blushed red and are at their sweetest.
I sowed a late crop of Blue Lake green beans for the first time in years. (I
always have good intentions, but….) There is maybe another dinner’s-worth
left. Carole is busy picking them, enjoying the solitude of her last miniharvest this year.
For enjoyment, I like to save unusual-colored geraniums. They’re easy to
winter over and bloom in a sunny window. They cheer the spirit when
January blizzards rage and erase the landscape.
Our spacious deck is full of houseplants. Unfortunately, we can’t save all—
there just isn’t enough room in the house. We definitely will display the
tropical plants indoors: yellow ginger, red and green Ti Logs, red and
yellow hibiscus, guava and plumaria. They all originated as cuttings or
seeds, which we purchased when vacationing in Hawaii. They perform well
indoors as long as they bask in strong winter sunshine. Have you ever seen
yellow hibiscus flowers? Their beauty always reminds us of the tropics.
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Also to save is a 4-ft. rubber tree plant. Years ago when it was much
smaller, I salvaged it from a Wal-Mart trash bin. It looked pathetic, like
someone had sat on it. I offered to pay a nominal sum, but the gardening
clerk said it’ll never live, take it for free. If he could only see it now!
All gardeners need experiences like that, nursing a sick or dying plant back
to health. It makes you feel like a million dollars if you’re successful.
Carole writes her last journal entry, closing the gardening year with a quote
from American poet Theodore Roethke, who asks: "What's the winter for?"
And then answers: "To remember love."
The seasons of the year, like those of life, march onward. Carole's birthday
is fast approaching, and she'll be 29 again this year! I'm getting off easy
because all she wants is a homemade pumpkin pie (no 65 candles...shh..)
and new gardening gloves. As we hold hands on the porch, I remark that
the days are getting shorter. Reading my mind, Carole squeezes my hand
tight...
I can tell it’ll be a still night tonight with not even a breeze, ideal for frost to
creep on hands and knees like a thief through the gardens. Meteorologists
expect a low of 26 with freeze and frost warnings forecast.
“Bring in all the houseplants and harvest the last of the tomatoes,” the
weather person sagely advises, catching many TV viewers off guard.
I wonder how many other gardeners are doing this autumn ritual—
reflecting on the season, saving what they can, getting ready to put the
garden to bed?
Plenty, I’m sure.

A Travel Writer’s US Route 6 Cross-Country Odyssey
by Malerie Yolen-Cohen
Last year, when my youngest son left for college, I decided to leave, too, if
only for a month and a half, to drive cross-country on the second longest
highway in the U.S., Route 6. Route 6 runs 3,205 miles through 14 states
from Provincetown, MA to Bishop, CA but I intended to retrace Historic
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Route 6 from Bishop to Long Beach, too; a total of 3,652 miles alone on the
road.
A freelance magazine and newspaper travel writer with a Northeast US
Travel “beat” – I knew nothing about the country’s mid-section, particularly
the states of Iowa and Nebraska. Who traveled there except farmers and
farm-industry business people, I asked myself. What crazy New Yorker
would want to vacation in Omaha, NE or Moline, IL? But I was up for the
cross-country road trip challenge; hell bent on driving the country’s
“Longest Contiguous Highway”.
What compelled me? If you saw my very first copy of “Let’s Go USA,”
purchased when I was just a teenager, you’d understand. Highlighted, dogeared and poured over more thoroughly than the Higgs boson, my “Let’s
Go” travel guide became the bible for my fantasy American immersion road
trip. I never did take that two-year-see-everything excursion that I’d
planned so meticulously, but now, done with child-rearing responsibilities,
I wanted to at least get from one U.S. coast to the other.
Using my travel writing skills, I researched, planned and plotted interviews
and stays in even the smallest of hamlets. As I established contacts in the
hundreds of Route 6 communities across the nation, a strange thing
happened. I began to receive dozens of unsolicited emails from individuals
in some of these “godforsaken” towns, imploring me to stop, engage and
learn about local organizations, events, and unsung but worthy attractions.
Two in particular, Rex Brandstatter of Coralville, Iowa and Roger Bratt
from Ashland, Nebraska, were exceptionally assertive – sending me a
barrage of notes in similar tones with basically the same message; come
here, speak to our people, get interviewed on radio and newspaper, we’ll
feed you, have special meetings - we have a great community that has been
ignored by the rest of the country since the interstate was built! For weeks,
almost daily, I’d receive these missives and with the similarity of names,
identical initials (RB) and same exclamative style, I often got the two of
them mixed up.
But the email that shifted this undertaking from “middle-age-woman
bucket list item” to something else entirely came from Jim McQuiston,
Communications and Marketing for Blair Corporation in Warren, PA. He
wrote, “The implications of what your (sic) are doing for the pride and even
a potential ‘healing’ within these small communities, is no doubt far beyond
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what you can imagine or probably originally intended.” The goal of
fulfilling of my teenage cross-country dream now included a mission to
shine a spotlight on some of America’s forgotten small towns.
A few weeks before leaving, I was seized with anxiety so fierce, it set off a
bout of arrhythmia, sending me to the cardiologist. “Under stress, are we?”
he offered after a clean EKG and stress test. I laughed. “As long as I know
I’m not going to keel over from a heart attack on the road, I’m fine.”
What was I worried about? I worried about being alone at night in onehorse-town motels. I worried about boulders raining on my car in the
Rockies. I worried about getting sick. I worried about my car dying on me
on an isolated canyon road. I worried about tornados. By mostly I worried
about what I expected to be the featureless, punishing desert in Utah and
Nevada; those places I’d fly over and wonder if life even existed in that
relentless beige landscape.
I put all those anxieties in a box, mentally buried it, bought a car-phone
charger so I’d never be out of touch, and set off for the start of US Route 6 –
Provincetown, MA – on May 20, 2011.
Some people find contentment and inspiration in the shower or on long
walks. I find it behind the wheel of a car. There are times I’ve written whole
essays in my head between my home in Stamford, CT and destinations
hours away; rock songs on the radio and the passing landscape sparking
ideas. This time, though, I wanted to be as attuned to what I was seeing as I
could without musical distractions. In the moment, my eyes were my
camera and my brain a word-processor, and there sure were stretches of
highway where I found myself “in the Zone” – where pen and paper and
even cameras and video, could never capture what I was seeing. True Road
Trip Nirvana. There were other times, though, I’d pull out my notebook and
jot down (what turned out to be semi-indecipherable) observations.
These observations began to cohere as I moved west across the country;
most revolved around mounting evidence of a former well-trod main
thoroughfare gone to seed. I had heard that the building of the interstates
in the ‘50’s and 60’s, moving thousands upon thousands of cross-country
motorists on superslabs miles away from rural towns, sounded the death
knell for many of these small communities. But hearing is not the same as
seeing, and as I drove, it was apparent that progress and speed are not
necessarily good things. Once thriving motor courts, roadside attractions
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and cafes were hanging on by a thread in many places if not reduced to
rubble entirely.
But, like those hopeful emails that made it to me during my research phase,
things were looking up in those areas where people gave a damn. The Rex
Brandstatters and Roger Bratts of the world were attempting to reclaim
Route 6 as a tourist road once again.
I blogged along the way, and my posts from our country’s farm and desert
lands began taking on a Studs Terkel-ish quality. Smitten by fields and
farmhouses, stubby main streets and silos, I was also entranced by stories
of the pioneers and settlers whose descendants still remain on the plains
and in the mountains and deserts out west. As a suburban girl, I wondered
how any thinking person could live in such seemingly isolated, unrefined
one-pharmacy towns. Why choose to live far from cities and “real life?” So
my road trip became less about the road and more about the answers to
those questions.
Sometimes the answers would not come easily, if at all. There’s just so
much you can ask of the dead. In little Ligonier, smack in the
Amish/Christian hinterlands of Indiana, the physical remains of a
prosperous Jewish community that built the town in the 1850’s then
disappeared entirely are now in the hands of non-Jews. Solomon Mier, one
of Ligonier’s most prominent founders, owned one of the largest, most
stately homes in town. It now serves as a B&B, yet, when I visited, no one
seemed to know what that thing on the doorpost was. I had to explain that
the object hammered into the right side of the doorframe is a mezuzah – a
Jewish ornament that contains a prayer of safekeeping. As a woman of
Jewish heritage, I found the Ligonier Jewish Cemetery especially haunting.
Most of the Hebrew inscriptions in the headstones were faded and worn
beyond recognition. As is our tradition, I found some small rocks and
placed them on the graves, wondering how long it had been since anyone
had been here, wondering if any family members, now dispersed, ever
made it back to Ligonier. It made me sadder than seeing beat up motels
and abandoned cafes.
But all was not sorrowful in little Ligonier, and I began to appreciate how
just one person can turn a whole depressed area around. For months,
since I’d heard about it, I had been most anxious to see the “only perfumery
in the US” – Annie Oakley Perfumery – inexplicably located in Ligonier,
IN. Several months before my trip, I posted this on my blog; “Annie Oakley
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is not the first name that jumps to mind when thinking about perfume.
Channel, perhaps, or Dior....but Oakley? Sure - she was gorgeous. And
talented; with a gun, on a horse, as a Buffalo Bill Cody Wild West Show star
and Peerless Lady Wing-Shot. But did she smell good, too? I hope to find
out in Ligonier, home base for the Annie Oakley Perfumery. How did the
owners settle on the name? What does Eau De Sharpshooter smell like?”
When I finally met owner Renee Gabet, I fell instantly in like. As soon as I
shook her hand, she told me that she’d posted a “When Will Malerie Visit
Annie Oakley Contest” on her Facebook page. Entrants had to guess the
date and time of my arrival and the closest estimate would garner a
selection of Annie Oakley goodies. She made me feel special, validated my
Route 6 journey and promoted her own business all in one fell swoop.
Warm, ingratiating, chic and blonde, wearing a fashion forward black dress,
Renee was passionate about fragrance, not to mention small-town Indiana.
She grew up in Fort Wayne (with a penchant for fragrance seemingly from
the womb, Renee insisted that her mother take her to the perfume counters
in department stores rather than the clothing racks), but trained in
Provence, France, and this level of international exposure threw me for a
loop.
It was the first time I realized that not all Midwesterners are appliquédsweat-shirt-sporting provincials. Renee, a Grandma 15 times over, had
established with her husband a company that’s a little bit South of France
and a little bit Marlboro Country in a place that is neither. “Why Annie
Oakley?” I asked. “And why here?“ “Well, it’s as American as you can get,”
Renee said. “And I liked her – liked her character. And I’m from Indiana.
It’s my home.” She escorted me around the new Annie Oakley Perfumery
Visitor’s Center – a smallish industrial space punched up with shelves of
beautifully packaged fragrances, colorful baskets and a corner section
where she works her magic. While I interviewed her, Renee sized me up,
scent-wise, and using pipettes, test-tubes, and jars of concentrated oils,
fashioned a blend specifically for me before my very eyes. She called it
Malerie No. 6, “The smell of the open road.” It was the perfect blend of rose
and citrus, but thankfully no asphalt.
Plunging deeper into the Plains States of Iowa and Nebraska, I again found
surprisingly sophisticated and open-minded communities.
I finally met the first of the RB’s, Rex Brandstatter of Coralville, IA, when
he picked me up at my hotel in Iowa City one early mid-week morning. He
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was exactly as he came across through his emails; friendly, fast and
fanatically devoted to his hometown. Rex’s grandfather was the Coralville
Marshall in the mid 1900’s; Brandstatter roots go deep here. Like many
locals, Rex was extremely sentimental about Route 6 – loved the “old 6,”
hated the new bypass and despised Interstate 80, which in his opinion
stripped the personality from this part of Iowa, even more.
Rex asked me to speak “to a few people” in the morning about my Route 6
trip, so I was surprised to find over fifty folks in attendance at 7:30am,
(persuaded, in part, by free coffee and donuts) just to hear me talk. Most
were seniors, but some younger. I prefaced my discussion by announcing
that I’m not used to public speaking, hoping they’d go easy on me. But I
shouldn’t have worried. These Coralville citizens were some of the nicest,
friendliest, kindest people I’d ever met. They listened raptly, asked
questions and put me at ease, and I was honestly happy to be there. Most
of them had been following along on my cross-country trip through my blog
and when Rex asked, “how many of you would like to jump into Malerie’s
car and drive the rest of the way on Route 6 with her?” nearly all fifty whitehaired men and women raised their hands. I’m not sure what surprised me
more; that these sixty-to-eighty-something’s had such a spunky sense of
adventure or that they knew what a blog was. The Boondocks, my foot.
These people and this place, this small town, were totally plugged in.
The other RB, Roger Bratt, who had invited me to Ashland, NE with
promises of special meetings and media appearances, arranged to meet
with me and several members of the Ashland Historical Society at the
Willow Point Art Gallery – a place that can’t make up its mind whether it’s
a Natural History Museum (taxidermied animals, including, inexplicably, a
polar bear, rigidly on alert within an autumnal diorama) or a fine art shop.
Bulky of body and booming of voice, Roger chronicled the history of Route
6, which was once the town’s main commercial boulevard (such as it was),
tiny Silver St., before the highway was repositioned just out of town. Now
Silver St. aspires to attract city-folk from nearby Omaha and Lincoln and
beyond – in essence get drivers off Interstate 80 - by morphing into an Arts
District. Roger and his entourage escorted me from store to café to wine
bar, all the while introducing me to the people who make Ashland so
appealing. The sunny, warm spring day didn’t hurt; dappled sunlight
between old growth trees cast the array of restored grand Victorian homes
in Pintrest-worthy radiance. Here, too, I was surprised by an abundance of
creative energy in what I expected to be the most conservative region of the
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country. There was this openness to and awareness of the wider world that
I believed (in what I recognize now as my small, ignorant mind) was
restricted to East and West Coast dwellers.
I had a lot to think about besides Tor-Con (tornado condition) numbers, as
I made my way ever westward, not the least of which was a meet-up with
my husband, Jeff, who I hadn’t seen in nearly a month.
On our first evening together, we drove a couple of miles to Lakewood to
see the Westernaire’s practice in the foothills of the Rockies. The director
of the Westernaires – a non-profit horsemanship oriented youth group in
the Denver area that promotes self-respect, responsibility and leadership had invited me to watch a dress rehearsal on a late summer afternoon. I
thought it would be nice. I never expected to be moved. About thirty 17
and 18 year olds sat astride tall horses, dressed in red, white and blue. Each
grasped the dowel of an American flag while circling a large corral in
precise formations, synchronized riding at breakneck speed, their shadows
cast long on the ground as the sun descended behind the mountains.
Emotionally, it was almost too much, as I held my husband’s hand on the
night of our reunion, watching this stunning spectacle before us aglow in
the setting sun; the muscular equine beauty, the practiced skill of these
motivated girls and boys, the jagged expanse of the mountain range, all
suffused in sublime light. It went right to my heart. I was crying, and when I
looked over at Jeff, I saw him crying, too. That night became one of the
highlights, if not THE highlight of my whole six-week trip.
Four days with Jeff recharged me for the next and final twelve ahead;
through the most remote, dry, basin and range portion of the whole 3,652
miles - the land I had feared the most and that sent me, heart aflutter, to
my heart doctor a couple of months earlier.
It was easy to see why, in the sepia-tinted landscape of Utah and Nevada, a
Northeastern city girl flying above could assume this area of the continental
US is one big dirt-pile, with nothing on the move but tumbleweeds, lizards
and scorpions. There were hundreds of miles where I wouldn’t see a sign of
life at all by the side of the road. But life on the highway was another
matter – I never felt alone. During the longest stretch between two gas
stations – 168 miles from Ely, NV to Tonopah, NV – I counted fifty cars and
trucks passing me from the other direction. No traffic jam for sure, but
hardly the “Loneliest Road” it’s purported to be. And my apprehensions
were for naught; I loved the drive. I got caught up in the vastness of the
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sandy valleys, lifting into rocky ranges, swerving through claustrophobic
curvy canyon cuts. Every so often I’d come across scrawny cows foraging in
stubby sagebrush and wonder how on earth they could survive out here.
This is a habitat I could never get used to; the dryness, the heat, the
unrelenting sky. I was ready to get back to the moist, green, claustrophobic
forests of my Connecticut home.
A few miles over the Nevada/California border, I befriended a pack of
motorcyclists at the Benton Springs B&B; a gorgeous Eastern Sierra’s casita
with rooms that encircle a terra cotta fountain courtyard. There was only
one restaurant nearby – a 10 seat bare-bones café owned by the local Native
American tribe. The five bikers and I had dinner together then sat in one of
three spring-fed hot tubs on the inn’s property, sharing stories about our
lives and kids. The dark sky sparkled, the air was dry and warm. I was two
days away from reaching my final destination- Long Beach- and couldn’t
have been more serene and content. I’d done it. Crossed the country by
myself without getting raped or caught up in the middle of a twister or
beneath rubble. I’d met people I’d never come in contact with at five-star
swanky hotels or thronging resorts. There was a yawning contrast between
what I thought mid and western small town life to be and what it actually is.
I expected simple people in simple circumstances and found, for the most
part, complexity, passion and ingenuity – in other words, people I admired.
On June 30th I shipped my car back to Connecticut and flew home to write
my guidebook, Stay On Route 6. It’s my hope that more people will take the
time to see America this way; there’s nothing like breaking bread with
strangers to find that we have more in common than not.

My Friendship with Writing
by Pat Greene
My first pen-pal was Sabrina and Sabrina was from Santa Barbara,
California. I was nine at the time and she was eleven. I met Sabrina through
the pen-pal pages of Ireland's Own, a family magazine, that has been
published in Ireland weekly, since 1902. I remember little or nothing of
Sabrina's first letter to me, other than my having been fascinated with her
name and the pink envelope that it arrived in. In my head, I kept saying her
name over and over and I don't think that I fell in love with Sabrina near as
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much as I loved her name.
Sabrina and I were pen-pals for quite some time and we wrote to each other
every week. As time went by, our letters became longer and longer and I
devoured everything that Sabrina wrote to me about her life growing up in
that wonderful fairy-tale-like valley, that is commonly referred to as the
American Riviera.
Everything about Sabrina's life seemed to be all that mine wasn't. In one of
her letters to me, she enclosed a postcard that depicted this lush Summer
Santa Barbara valley, with sloping hills that rose almost majestically to
reach a clear blue cloudless sky. Tall rich green grasses amidst a harvest of
wild flowers in every color imaginable, wafting and swaying, carried gently
upwards by the down draft that came in off the Pacific and circled the
valley's floor.
I didn't realize it back then, but writing to Sabrina, allowed me to escape
from everything that I hated about my own life. Mostly what I hated about
my life was being poor. And it was not that I wanted to have everything that
people with money mostly get to have, I just hated the class system that was
rife in Ireland at that time. This class of one-upmanship that deemed
people like me worthless, just because we were poor. I hated the
embarrassing feeling of being a nobody and of being thought worthless and
of being expected to be nothing other than a waste of fresh air with the
constant daily reminders around me, that my life would more than likely
amount to nothing.
It took me a very long time into my correspondence with Sabrina to
discover that I wrote very little about the realities of my own life to her.
Instead I wrote about the Ireland around me, the same Ireland that looked
down upon me and scorned me, but one that I decided to see for how
beautiful it was at its core and not for how ugly it treated people like me.
Mostly I wrote to Sabrina and described for her the nature and natural
beauty of the landscape. Nature can be very cruel in its own way but it
treats all of us in the same way and when it comes to man's dealings with
nature, all of us are playing off a level playing field. And there it really
doesn't matter who you are...rich or poor, we all have to fight equally to
survive. Sabrina was very impressed with how I seemed to know so much
about nature and wildlife.
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Sabrina loved my letters and because of my letters she came to love Ireland
(at least the Ireland that I'd described to her). In many of her letters, she
would write to me and tell me how lucky I was and she even mentioned in a
few of her letters, that she envied me.
Sabrina actually envied me!!
I never once wrote to Sabrina and told her that I envied her life. I'm not
quite certain what brought about or when I made that initial decision to be
a positive thinker. But the impact that thinking positive had to change how
I viewed my future has been my life's greatest influence. Positive thinking
plucked away at my insides 'til all of my fears became pillars of hope. I
eventually came to believe wholeheartedly in myself and I became
ferociously adamant in my own self-belief that I was not a waste of life and
there was simply no way that I was going to allow my life to amount to
nothing.
I made the decision early in our correspondence that I was never going to
write to Sabrina and describe for her how miserable my life really was.
In so many ways, my childhood was rescued by my writing and it prevented
me from ever having to feel totally hopeless when it came to thinking about
or dreaming of my future. I didn't know it back then, but my writing was
the friend that I relied the most upon. I wrote every day and every day I was
able to escape the pitiful state of the life that I felt trapped inside. It's funny,
but when I wrote, I still wrote of the place where I lived and the people that
I knew and grew up around. But through my writing I was somehow
magically able to transform those harsh and ugly realities and I took the
good in everyone and everything that I chose to write about.
If you look for the bad in someone, you are sure to find it.
Over forty years later and my writing is still that same friend to me that it
was all those years ago. There are times now when I find myself wondering,
if it had not been for my writing, just how would my life have turned out? I
might never have achieved what I once thought or dreamed that I would.
But my writing has given so much more to my life and still continues to do
so, more than I could ever have hoped to gain from it financially.
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My writing taught me at a time when I really needed to see it and appreciate
it, that everything in life has good in it. My writing made a romantic fool out
of me and that's a fool I'm still very glad to be. My writing inspired me and
gave me the ambition to read more and that made me appreciate the gift
that other writers have. The older I got, the more interesting I became, until
nobody looked at me anymore and thought me to be useless and a waste of
fresh air.
Those of us that mange to find our escape routes in life are fortunate and I
will always feel thankful to whatever it was that made me want to write. But
no matter how far removed from my past (especially my childhood) I am, I
can't help but look back from time to time and ask him (my younger self) if
I did enough. I know he would think I didn't.
I will have to be more...

Dating Denny Bowman: A Dissertation on Young Love
by Mark Barkawitz
There’s a discount shoe store there now. But back in the late ’60s, across
from the fire station on north Lake Avenue, there used to be a large, white
craftsman that housed the Bowman family. And I was the lucky stiff who
was going steady with their sixteen-year-old daughter Denny, the only girl I
ever met who could put her entire fist inside of her mouth. She had pouty
lips, too, before collagen made them popular in Hollywood. But that big,
beautiful mouth of hers got me into the worst fight of my entire high school
life.
The entryway at the front of the house was wide but narrow like a church
vestibule. We’d hang-out with the Bowman sisters, sitting on their worn
couch or on the bench seats of a dining room table, talking, drinking sodas,
trying to be funny, drawing pictures or writing our initials in a heart—DB +
MB—on the white, vinyl tablecloth provided for our teenage graffiti.
Sometimes if her parents weren’t home, we’d have a make-out session.
Dick, my younger brother’s best friend, was dating Denny’s year-younger
sister Laurie. For some reason, Laurie didn’t like me. Don’t know why. I
can’t remember ever being anything but cordial to her. Maybe it was
because I was smitten with her older sister—a long, lean, natural beauty
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with freckles on her pert nose and cheeks and a blonde, off-the-shoulder
bob that curled forward Twiggy-style under her chin? (Admittedly, I often
fell for girl’s taller than I; years later, I would marry one.)
Denny and I would go to the Hastings Drive-In in my ’57 Ford station
wagon and make-out throughout the entire movie. Sometimes, she’d let me
put my hand under her sweater—second base! One week, we went to see
Walt Disney’s The Love Bug four times and I swear I never saw more than
two consecutive scenes of that movie the entire week! My neck was covered
with hickies! Young love—there’s just nothing like it.
Denny and I were both virgins when we dated and she was less intent on
leaving that station in life than I. An older woman with a reputation—a
senior at John Muir High School named Jenny C______—had taken an
interest in me. When word got back to Denny, who went to Blair High
School, she broke-up with me—an arrow through my heart—even though
I’d committed no hanky-panky. I was bummed, but reconciled the loss by
working up my courage to ask Jenny C______ for a date that Saturday
night.
Jenny suggested we move it up to Friday: “Why wait?”
I gulped and agreed.
That Friday morning while driving to school, I was excited but nervous
about my date with Jenny C______. Then a car pulled up next to me in
the school parking lot. Denny’s little sister Laurie rolled down the
passenger window and informed me:
“Jeff Jones wants to fight you after school.” Jeff was Denny’s new
boyfriend, who also was taller than I. (Admittedly, I was a runt back in high
school.)
“Fight me? What for?”
“Over Denny,” she said.
“But Denny and I already broke-up,” I explained.
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“Jeff doesn’t care. He doesn’t like you. He wants to fight you anyway.”
Although we were both Muir Mustangs, Jeff and I had never actually met.
So anything he knew of me was word-of-mouth—Denny’s or Laurie’s. “He
says for you to meet him in the dirt lot across the street after last period.”
Later that day while dressing for P.E. class, a classmate approached in
undershirt and jock strap: “I hear that dumb-shit brother a’ yours is gonna
get his ass kicked by Jeff Jones after school today.”
I shook my head. “He’s not fighting Jeff. I am.”
“Oh. Bummer.” Stepping into his blue gym shorts, my classmate advised:
“Jeff’s a dirty-ass, street fighter. He’ll gouge your eyes or kick you in the
balls if he gets a chance. Better box him. Stick-an’-move. Ya know?” He
demonstrated his shadow-boxing technique. “Like that big-mouth Cassius
Clay guy with his pretty face.”
After school, I met Jeff at the dirt lot across the street. His friends were
already there, hanging around. Mine accompanied or followed me over. A
lot of students, mostly guys but a few girls, too, stood around, waiting to
witness me get my ass kicked. My brother Bruce, Chris “Queebie” Condon,
and John “Inch Man” Rogers were in my corner, so to speak. I gave Bruce
my wallet and car keys.
“You can take him,” my brother counseled, looking past me at my opponent
across the dirt lot. As kids, Bruce and I had wrestled daily, putting in
practice the orchestrated moves we had witnessed in black-&-white on our
living room TV.
Queebie nodded. “Kick his ass, Bark.”
“Yeah. Or we’ll kick his if he kicks yours,” the Inch Man assured me.
“Stay out of it.” I didn’t want to start a riot; I just wanted to get it over. I
took a deep breath, then turned to face my rival. Personally, I didn’t figure
I could take Jeff, who was bigger than I and certainly more eager to fight.
So I started boxing, throwing jabs and moving, one way then another,
keeping him at bay, blocking most of his punches, keeping my face as pretty
as possible. Defense was more my strong suit anyway. We each landed a
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few glancing blows, nothing serious at first. But when he got an opening,
he rushed me, took me to the ground, and our wrestling match was on.
I knew how to wrap-up a big guy if necessary. I’d seen Gorgeous George do
it to Haystack Calhoun. So I put the move on Jeff—reversing him, driving
him face-first into the dirt with my hands locked around his gut and my
chin pinned to his spine—and I held on. He couldn’t get a good swing at
me, so he reached around and clawed at my eye socket. But I wouldn’t
relent, wrapping him up for so long that most of the students who had
originally come to watch the fight got bored, left, and a whole new group of
spectators—including Dick and his girlfriend Laurie—showed up for the
second half. After a half-hour of wrestling in the dirt, Jeff finally broke
free. We scrambled to our feet, both physically spent, and started throwing
haymakers at each other. The remaining crowd yelled vested
encouragement at us both. And then it happened—Jeff missed me with a
left hook. But when I stepped inside, instead of jabbing with my left, I
grabbed hold of his shirt front, which I followed with a straight right to his
face—the best punch of my entire life! His mouth busted open and he
crumpled down. I fell on top of him, panting deeply, but holding him
underneath me.
“You wanna call it?” his muffled voice asked.
Hell yes, I wanted to call it! I pushed myself up on wobbly legs, but kept my
fists clenched by my sides—just in case—and agreed: “Yeah. Sure.”
Jeff got up slowly and nodded back, his hand covering his bloodied mouth.
Laurie was quick to leave the scene with some guy in a car—probably PaulRevering the fight results back home to big sister Denny. Dick stayed in my
corner, so to speak, where Queebie and the Inch Man kept me from
collapsing.
Smiling, my brother Bruce handed me back my wallet and keys. “Told ya.”
That next Monday, my eye was still completely blackened and swollen
partially-shut, so I wore sunglasses to school. It was all over campus how I
had survived my fight with Jeff Jones. My geography teacher asked me in
front of the whole class if I’d walked into a door? The class laughed. The
guy sitting behind me slapped me on the back. I just smiled.
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Because his mouth was so busted-up, I heard Jeff couldn’t kiss Denny for
almost a month after our fight. I took great pleasure in that bit of
information. While I with my not-so-pretty, blackened eye had kept my
aforementioned date that Friday night with Jenny C______. “Silly boys,”
she critiqued, smiled knowingly, and led me away.
Years later, I was with my new, taller-than-I wife at a cocktail party at an
old friend’s house. Frank, the old friend, approached me with some guy
who was about my age and also taller than I. (Okay, so I’m still runt of the
litter.)
“You recognize this guy?” Frank asked.
The guy stared back at me with a sheepish sort of grin.
But I couldn’t place him.
“Remember Jeff Jones? The guy you fought in high school over Denny
Bowman?” Frank laughed. Even though he hadn’t witnessed the fight, he’d
heard all about it back then through the high school grapevine.
Jeff and I finally shook hands. We both laughed, shared a few memories
and Heineken’s that night as we recounted for my new wife the legend of
the longest fight in the history of high school, which he recalled as a draw. I
just smiled. After our fight, Jeff and Denny had continued to date on-andoff for a few years, but eventually, she broke-up with him for good. He still
seemed bitter about it. But some girls’ll do that to a guy. Especially
someone like Denny Bowman, the only girl either one of us had ever met
who could put her entire fist inside of her big, beautiful mouth.
Yep, young love—there’s just nothing like it.

Saturday at the Movies
by Anita Oswald
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Every Wednesday night I had a routine. Before I went to bed I climbed over
the arm of the brown overstuffed easy chair in the corner and lifted the sash
window. Although the concrete pavement loomed three stories below, I
bravely hung my head out, craned my neck, and leaned sideways to check
the Marbro marquee, ablaze in white lights. The usher still in his braided
uniform, teetered on his ladder, cigarette pinched in the corner of his
mouth, while he replaced one letter after another.
My younger sister, Barb, anxiously tugged at my pajama leg, “What does it
say, what does it say?”
Mom, interrupted her telephone call, for a moment, warning, “You’ll crack
your skull again!” and then called out, “What’s playing?”
Impatient for the mystery to be revealed, I tapped my feet, and tried to
guess the new feature, as the usher hung one letter after another on the
marquee – H…E…R… - could it be Hercules, I wondered?
I whooped and shouted to my younger sister, Barb. “Barb, Hercules
Unchained! We’re going on Saturday.”
In the 1950s, television was the new fad. Like all our friends, Barb and I
followed the TV shows of the day - Ding Dong School, Howdy Doody,
Mickey Mouse Club, Davy Crockett, Mighty Mouse and Superman. We
enjoyed the shows. We’d even appeared on a local kids show, but our real
passion was for the movie theaters, big screens, Cinemascope and ToddAO. The theaters offered us glamour and escape. The fledgling technology
consisting of a tiny box with a black and white screen and embryonic
production values couldn’t rival the Marbro Theater. Even with Winky
Dink, TV never held our interest like a movie could.
We kids couldn’t see that the era of the movie palaces was over. Beset by
competition from free television, falling attendance, and government
lawsuits, the theaters were in decline. Blinded by the opulence of bygone
days, Barb and I didn’t notice the frayed upholstery, dusty drapes, or the
worn carpeting. We didn’t see that the mirrors needed resilvering or the
gilt needed repainting. We thought the theaters really were palaces!
Our toughest decision on a Saturday was which theater to go to – the
Marbro, the Paradise, the State Lake, the Byrd, and the Crawford theaters
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were all within walking distance of our family’s apartment. Only one
theater was off limits – the notorious Alex Theater.
Movie going was a tradition in our family. Mom and Daddy went to the
movies several nights a week. My mother liked to reminisce about their
courtship days, and even after a couple of kids arrived, movie going was still
a date for my parents. Mom and Daddy were at the Marbro watching
Sunset Boulevard when Mom went into labor with Barb. But she wouldn’t
leave until Norma Desmond declared, “I’m ready for my close up, Mr.
DeMille” and Mom barely made it to the delivery room on time.
For the big blockbusters like the Ten Commandments and Ben Hur, our
parents would treat us to the lavish downtown movie houses. They’d stand
in cold and the long lines, waiting to buy tickets for the first run films,
although they could have waited until the movie ran at the Marbro. They
were dedicated movie fans, too.
For most of our movie viewing, we attended the same theaters our parents
did when they were kids. Mom made us envious when she would reminisce
about how the movies cost a nickel when she was a kid. We complained
that paying a quarter was unfair – an early lesson in inflation.
Movies were an important part of our lives. Mom filled the lonely nights
when Daddy was at the firehouse by taking us to a movie with other
firemen’s wives and kids. And, Barb and I usually spent our Saturdays in
some movie theater or another. With the coming attractions, newsreels,
cartoons, and the intermission between the double feature, movie going
was an all-day affair.
Movies were my primary source of information and culture. The
commercial for the concession stand that ran during intermission was my
first exposure to opera and classical music. Cartoons like Brunhilde, the
Valkyries, and Toreadors exhorted us to buy more popcorn, candy, sodas,
and hot dogs.
Our Saturday routine was always the same. We got up, ate a hearty
breakfast of Kellogg’s Frosted Flakes, and watched cartoons. Eventually my
mother, who was always a night owl and a late riser, got up. Then Gramps
appeared on his weekly visit bearing gifts. My Grandfather spoiled us with
presents and attention. My mother would inevitably gripe that his largesse
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was to make up for what he had not given her growing up.
Tall, still handsome and always impeccably dressed in a suit, tie, hat and
overcoat if the weather was cold, his arms were filled with bags of bakery
goods, coffee cakes, six packs of candy, ice cream and toppings from
Walgreen’s. After Gramps spread out all the goodies on the kitchen table,
he slyly dug in his pockets and pulled out dollar bills for the kids. His face
betrayed no emotion - he loved to watch the looks on our avaricious little
faces as he surreptitiously slid the bills into our greedy little hands as if it
were our secret. We whooped with joy. One dollar was a lot of money in
those days - more than enough for us to go to the movies. Admission for
kids was only a quarter and we already had candy - thanks to Gramps.
Barb and I hurried to dress while we conferred on our movie choices and
checked the ratings in the Catholic newspaper, The New World. The
movies were rated from A – Acceptable for All Audiences, B – Morally
Objectionable, and C – Condemned. Disney usually got an A, Marilyn
Monroe a B, and Tennessee Williams a C for a mortal sin. If the movie was
something we really wanted to see, we would try to hide the newspaper.
When my mother asked, we would either reply that “we could not find the
paper” or that the movie was so new, “it wasn’t listed.” That strategy
worked for only the films about which she knew nothing. We got three
daily newspapers, so it was pretty likely mom knew what the films were
about. She nixed films like Psycho, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, and pretty much
anything that sounded like sex or “adult themes”. Violence was okay, and
we were allowed to see any western or any horror movie with impunity.
Barb and I would agree on a double or triple feature and head out. There
was a Karmelkorn shoppe on the south side of Madison Street, across from
the Marbro. I liked regular butter popcorn and Barb liked caramel corn, so
each of us bought a box for $.15 and brought it to the theater. It was way
before the days of government regs about bringing food into the theaters.
Even after we bought popcorn and our tickets, we still had $.60 each to get
us through the week. We were too young to realize that our thrifty ways
would contribute to the demise of our beautiful theaters – we were just
stretching our allowance.
The Marbro was one half-city block away and showed films that had already
played the downtown theaters. The State Lake usually ran the same bill as
the Marbro. The Crawford had triple feature horror films on Saturdays.
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The Byrd mostly showed films that were in re-release like The Jolson Story
or The Wizard of Oz. We even went to the legendary Paradise Theater
before it was demolished. And what an incredible theater it was.
When it was built the Paradise tried to compete with the Marbro as the
flagship theater in our neighborhood. The theater was legendary for its
luxurious décor. When Balaban and Katz acquired the Paradise they tried
to make it one of the great showplaces in Chicago, adding fantastic
ornamentation. The Paradise design featured heavenly bodies and
mythological figures throughout. The theater's marquee, one of the largest
in Chicago, blazed with a sunburst design and electric lights in ten different
colors. The entry was festooned with marble statuary and murals depicting
zodiac constellations on the ceiling high above.
I watched the movies at the Paradise surrounded by an imitation night sky,
full of twinkling stars, my tiny feet dangling as I sat on the edge of my seat.
It was magical - especially when watching movies like Peter Pan with
Daddy. In the corners of the theater, statues of trumpeting angels heralded
the approach of Apollo the sun god, riding behind a marble chariot with
horses over the balcony. If the movie didn’t interest me, the décor always
did. I’d stare at the constellations on the ceiling and try to pick out Orion,
and the Pleiades, and the Big Dipper. The last film that I saw there was
Song of the South but I never forgot this enchanted place. Sadly, through
most of its life, the theater barely broke even and was dismantled in 1956 –
its beautiful statuary sold to a mafia run steakhouse.
The Marbro was always the first choice on Saturday afternoons. Seating
4000 people, it was one of the largest movie houses in Chicago and the
entertainment anchor of the neighborhood. Even to adult eyes, this was a
grand showplace. The exterior was designed in Spanish Baroque style. The
theater featured a splendid lobby with a two story staircase like something
out of Rhett and Scarlett’s home in Gone with the Wind. The staircase was
lighted by a triple tier crystal chandelier. The balcony had a hall of mirrors
that rivaled Versailles. In its glory days, the Marbro had even featured live
entertainment.
Although the Solicks were faithful theater patrons and continued their
support through the generations, we couldn’t hold off the inevitable.
Eventually even the glorious Marbro was reduced to competing with TV
sets. To give the management credit, they tried every trick to fill the seats.
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They offered promotional dishware to get patrons in the door, and for a
while odd selections of plates and cups graced our cupboard. They booked
live acts and guest appearances by “stars”. We flocked to see the Three
Stooges live at the Marbro. At the time they were enjoying newfound
celebrity because of television revivals of their films from the 1940s. It
didn’t occur to us kids that they had aged since their heyday. Barb and I
were shocked when we ran into them outside the theater. They were older
than our parents! Moe had wrinkles and a bald spot on the back of his
head. Larry’s crop of wiring hair had thinned and the Joe we knew from
the films had been replaced by a younger guy. Barb and I laughed and were
flattered when they told us to “beat it” when we badgered them for
autographs. It seemed it was right in character for those curmudgeonly
cutups.
In desperation, the celebrity parade continued. “Live! Spanky! On Stage!”
the advertisement read. One week, the Marbro featured a marathon of
Little Rascals comedies, again, leveraging the popularity of the films
because of their television resurrection. Spanky was the featured guest
performer. Even though Mom warned us that Spanky was her
contemporary, we were unprepared for what happened when we arrived at
the theater.
We could not reconcile the image of the wisecracking baby with the man
that stood on stage. This hit home hard. As kids in an urban, decaying
neighborhood, we identified with the Little Rascals and their antics. Now,
we had the supreme disillusionment of seeing that Spanky from Our Gang
had grown up. He stood on the stage, telling stories from the early days of
cinema and we couldn’t deny it - he wasn’t a cute little kid anymore. He
was an overweight adult man on stage who looked more like Spanky’s dad.
And as he told us stories of what happened to the Little Rascals, we became
more and more depressed. He said he was a teacher! We could not believe
Alfalfa was dead. Visions of our mortality. What a letdown! We skulked
out of the theater that day and Barb and I decided that this time TV had the
edge - at least the Mouseketeers were actual kids.
Soon the Marbro resorted to even crazier promotions in an effort to pump
up the ticket receipts. We stood with a gang of kids on Madison Street and
taunted the muscle man who posed in chains outside the theater when
Hercules Unchained opened. Barb and I couldn’t figure out why he was
posing on top of a car and what a Buick had to do with Mount Olympus.
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“Are you a mouse or a man?” we screamed at the hapless body builder.
Secretly, we felt a little sorry for him as he braved the Chicago weather clad
only in his leopard skin loincloth.
I squealed in delight when theater management pulled out all the stops and
the gimmicks to scare us at Castle horror film screening. Skeletons and
ghosts were rigged on pulleys and flew through the audience at just right
moment during House on a Haunted Hill. 3D effects added to the thrill.
They wired the seats to give electric shocks to the patrons during the
screening of The Tingler. I was a fan of horror films. Barb was more
discerning in her tastes and didn’t like the tacky films at all.
She kept her hands over her eyes during most of the movies and I would try
to get her to look, entreating, “This is the good part – look, look,” My pleas
were in vain. Barb was not going to have any nightmares and never opened
her eyes. She faithfully sat through the triple feature horror films at the
Crawford with me, too. We were sisters and did everything together. While
I watched Creature from the Black Lagoon, It From Beyond Outer Space, I
Married a Monster from Outer Space, The Thing and The Blob, Barb
endured patiently with eyes closed until “The End” rolled across the screen.
Our Saturday sojourns to the movies gave Mom a much needed break.
We’d be gone almost all day Saturday returning just before dark. With four
kids, she needed it. When my younger sister, Donna and younger brother,
Jack, known as the Babies, were old enough to accompany us, our mom let
us take them to the Marbro. I knew she let us take them anywhere to get
them out of her hair for a while. We were cautioned to hold their hands and
watch both ways crossing the street. She didn’t know that as soon as we
crossed the threshold we banished them to the balcony and took off with
our friends. We warned them “not to tell or we wouldn’t take them again.”
They were sworn to secrecy and promised to wait for us after the show. In
exchange for their freedom, they kept their promise.
But the Babies were a couple of holy terrors and got into mischief if left on
their own. Although their sweet and innocent faces did not betray it, they
were capable of mayhem. Once, while perched in the balcony, watching a
boring remake of State Fair with Ann Margaret and Pat Boone, they were
inspired to drop water balloons on the patrons below. Since they had no
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water balloons they decided to improvise. They agreed to make the
supreme sacrifice and make due with Carnation chocolate malted milk
drinks instead. As they waited for a rare and exciting moment in the film
when Ann Margaret protested to Pat about how important her show
business career in the carnival was to her, the tots dangled over the balcony
railing.
“Ready? One, two, three – go!”
The little darlings pitched the drinks over the side along with a couple of ice
cream cones, held their breath, and waited for a reaction. The bombs hit a
man with his arm wrapped around his date seated in the orchestra below
the balcony. Barb and I, seated below in the orchestra, heard the man yell.
“Mother f#$%^r! I am going to kill you assholes!” pealed out across a
hushed theater.
The Babies peeped over the balcony to assess the damages. The victim’s
topcoat and fedora, placed neatly in his lap, were drenched with chocolate
goo. His head was plastered with malted milk and Drumsticks, bits of
waffle cone stuck to his ears. A platoon of teenage ushers, neighborhood
thugs and the older brothers of our friends who liked to bully the younger
kids, were employed to keep the peace and eject rowdy patrons. The ushers
were dispatched to the balcony to find the troublemakers. Donna and Jack
sank even lower into their seats and tried to look younger than 4 and 5.
“Hey you kids, who did that?” demanded the head usher, looking very
official in his braided uniform.
“Some big kids did it – they ran that way,” the little punks lied straightfaced, suppressing their squeals of delight.
When we collected the brats after the show, they told us the truth and we
congratulated them on their prank. Again, we swore them to secrecy, but
the story was too funny and we promptly spilled the beans to my mother
when we walked in the door. Her eyebrows arched as we told her about the
spill and then she let out with a roar of laughter.
“Oh my God, you kids. What did he do? What did he do? Oh my God.”
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This incident only encouraged Donna and Jack and they began cutting up
at the theater on a regular basis. One time, we were amazed to see the pair
ride up the center aisle with their pal, Aidan Lennon in his fire truck. The
wheels of the truck squeaked as Aidan pedaled up the carpeted ramp to the
stage. Donna and Jack jumped on the stage and began singing, “Me and my
shadow…” while performing a tap dance.
Adult patrons screamed, “Get off the stage, you brats!” and, again, the
ushers led the charge.
But Donna and Jack were too little and too fast. They ran out the side exit
and escaped into the alley. Barb and I ran out the main entrance and
collected the Babies. They were lying on the sidewalk catching their breath
in between laughs while their tiny pal, Aidan, pedaled off in his toy truck.
Movies were my touchstone for history and culture. Thanks to the horror
films, I became fascinated with Egypt and mummies. I haunted the Field
Museum in Chicago on weekends until closing time perusing their Egyptian
collection. I bought mini-statues of Bastet and postcards of sarcophagi and
fantasized about becoming a paleontologist when I grew up. I watched all
the old films on Chicago’s Shock Theater. I adored Boris Karloff and was
fascinated with the idea that you could achieve everlasting life by drinking a
cup of tanna-leaf tea.
In fact, my sympathies were always with the monsters in the movies. They
seemed to have so much more class than the smarmy heroes of the films. I
couldn’t understand why the heroine would choose her wimpy boyfriend
over someone who offered eternal life. Even if Boris Karloff was a bit
wrinkly, I felt he had a dusty suave dignity that was incredibly engaging. He
was a Prince of Egypt after all.
So I was beside myself with joy when I learned that the new 1959 Mummy
film with Peter Cushing would play in our neighborhood. The Theater
advertised that the Mummy himself would appear in person! All my friends
were planning to go. What could I do? Of course it was going the play at
the Alex - the one theater in our neighborhood was taboo and off limits. It
was on the east end of the neighborhood near Garfield Park in a dicey area
now considered dangerous. The theater originally known as the Hamlin
had begun its life as a vaudeville house. After vaudeville was dead, it was
later remodeled to show films. By the 1950s, the theater showed only the
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cheesiest horror movies. The main reason it was off limits was that it didn’t
employ ushers and was pure kiddy chaos every weekend. My mother
forbade us from going to the Alex.
“No, the place has rats,” she responded to our pleas. “The popcorn has
cockroaches.” “You will get sick – the answer is NO.”
I told Mom that it was unfair that my friend, Mary Lennon, could always go
to the Alex and nothing happened to her, but Mom wouldn’t relent. The
Alex was banned. I tried every angle but the answer from her was still no. I
badgered her for weeks before the film opened but she wouldn’t give in. I
even tried to enlist my grandmother’s support to wear my mother down,
but Gram, usually my ally, said, “Oh honey, I don’t know how you can stand
to watch those movies. They frighten me.”
I was in a panic. I could not miss this film and a personal appearance by
the Mummy.
I had one last chance. When we were kids the telephone that hung on the
kitchen wall near the dining room was grafted to my mother’s head. When
she was talking to her friends, she’d agree to anything not to be
interrupted. She’d park on a folding stepstool with her Coke and cigarette
and gossip with her old girlfriends from high school and pre-marriage
days. That would be our cue to nag her for concessions. When she was
thoroughly engaged in some juicy story, we would start badgering her for
something we knew she wouldn’t allow if we had her full attention. Barb
and I hatched a plot. While Mom was talking with Connie, her best friend
for life, I broached the Mummy topic again in a low voice and mumbled
something about going to see the film.
“Mom, please, I gotta go...”
“What, what do you want? Yeah, yeah, just go on, ok, just don’t bother me,
I am on the telephone,” she replied.
I had her. She said YES. A few weeks passed and the opening was near. I
nervously reminded her that she agreed to let me go.
“I don’t remember that,” she objected.
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“You were on the phone,” I replied.
To her credit, she never reneged on those promises we extracted while she
was preoccupied with a phone call.
“Oh. All right. But you are not going to like it. That place is a dump,” she
warned.
I rejoiced.
For weeks I boned up on my Egyptology by watching the old Mummy
movies, reading Classics Illustrated, and perusing my grade school history
book. When the big day finally arrived, Barb and I were excited and
nervous. Before we left for the show, Mom took another opportunity to
lecture us. She warned about the rats and cockroaches and told us not to go
near the restroom because we might be molested by some dirty old man
just hanging out trying to grab little girls. The cautionary tale didn’t deter
us. We were going to see the Mummy in person. We set off east on
Madison Street for the Alex, quarters in hand.
Nothing our mother said prepared us for what we saw when we crossed the
threshold of the theater. We felt like Orpheus and Eurydice descending
into Hades. It was anarchy. The concessions stand looked like it had been
ransacked. Fortunately, we had our own treats in our pockets, courtesy of
Gramps, because there was no way we would touch anything that came
from behind the smudged, greasy glass display cases. The cockroaches
didn’t have to look far for grub; there was popcorn all over the floor. Sticky
soda had dried on the hexagonal tiles of the entry way and our shoes made
suctiony noises as we walked into the auditorium. No one took our tickets
because Mom was right – there were no ushers.
Barb and I tried to find seats that didn’t have the springs hanging out and
sat down. We pulled our knees up and sat with our feet on the seat because
we didn’t want those rats to nibble our toes. And then, the theater doors
opened. The kids in the theater began to scream. Slowly, hesitatingly, a
guy wrapped in ace bandages and gauze started down the aisle. We
screamed too. Then, one kid ran up to him and tried to grab a souvenir,
and then another and another. Like Sebastian in Suddenly Last Summer,
he was besieged by wild kids. They were trying to rip off the Mummy’s
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bandages!
The Mummy fought back, yelling, “Leave me alone, you goddamn kids!” but
they didn’t stop.
Finally, he ran out of the auditorium cursing and then the lights went
down.
We never heard one word of the film because the kids shrieked at the tops
of their lungs throughout the whole movie.
What a bust. We were disgusted. Barb and I agreed we had wasted our
quarters. We vowed never go to the Alex again and would only go to the
Marbro. Mom was right. Again. We decided to mitigate our
disappointment with Green River shakes at the Dutch Mill soda fountain.
That day, we’d had another glorious cinema adventure under our belts, and
we thought there would be many more to come. But that was not to be. We
could not foresee that the little television boxes would dominate everyone’s
homes and neglect would doom our beloved Marbro. The theater was
demolished in 1963, just four years after the Mummy was stripped and the
same year we moved, never to return to Madison Street. Our friends who
still lived in the neighborhood described the day they stood across the street
and cried when the wrecking ball took the Marbro down.
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